Cure Your Jeep’s Dreaded Wobble!
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High-IQ Steering
Have you ever experienced “death
wobble” in your Jeep JK Wrangler? It’s that frightening sensation
you feel at speeds of up to 50
mph when all of a sudden your
steering wheel begins to violently
oscillate between your hands, and
your front tires begin to flop
around like fish out of water. Nine
times out of 10, the reason for this
white-knuckle ride is worn-out
steering and/or suspension components.
Our 2012 Jeep JKU had more
than 86,000 miles on the odometer and was showing signs of age
in the steering department. It wasn’t until we installed a set of 37inch tires last year that we started
to feel the dreaded wobble. After

closer inspection, sure enough,
the factory steering components
were worn out from miles of offroad abuse. It doesn’t take much
play in a tired steering system to
get the front tires wobbling.
Determined to permanently eliminate wobble, we decided to shoot
the moon and completely beef up
our JK’s frontend. A Dynatrac ProRock 44 axlehousing with Dynatrac’s heavy-duty rebuildable ball
joints, Reid Racing HD steering
knuckles, and a PSC Motorsports
HD steering box were all part of
the plan. However, the special ingredient in this new steering system that would help end our
wobble woes was the replacement
of factory steering components

with the Steer Smarts YETI XD
drag link, tie rod, and track bar. To
get the most out of our upgraded
steering components, we installed
a set of 37-inch BFGoodrich AllTerrain T/A KO2s before the final
alignment.
Steer Smarts is a relatively new
company in the Jeep aftermarket,
launching their JK-specific products at the 2015 SEMA Show, but
its parent company has been designing and manufacturing OEM
steering components in the USA
for 85 years. In other words, they
know what they’re doing. Follow
along as we install Steer Smarts
heavy-duty JK drag link, tie rod,
and track bar to make death wobble a thing of the past.

Once the factory track bar, drag link, and tie rod were removed,
the fun began -- and in came the Steer Smarts HD coponents.
The first step was to measure the stock track bar, tie rod, and
drag link lengths with your particular setup and then transfer it to
the YETI XD components so that the axle would remain centered in relation to the frame.

The YETI HD JK adjustable track bar is big, red and, finish.
Bolted up to the JK, the YETI XD track bar was fully adjustable
and cleared all other frontend components.

There was no need to drill or alter the steering knuckle, as the
YETI XD top mount 1 1/2-ton drag link was an easy bolt-on. We
took a measurement between the knuckles and then transferred
it to the drag link to temporarily align frontend before we drove it
over to the alignment shop for a fine tune.

Fully greaseable 30mm 1 1/2-ton ball joints made from coldheaded medium-carbon alloy steel feature steel-on-steel
bearings to provide exceptional ball joint strength. High-quality
seals minimize leakage between service intervals, increasing ball
joint durability. A detailed bolt torque spec is included with each
product.

The YETI XD 1 1/2-ton tie rod is also a direct bolt-on Pin” technology that prevents the tie rod from flopping or rocking around.
The XD tie rod is designed with right - and lefthand threads for
easy adjustment when installed on the vehicle.
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